
There’s a real dynamic to the 
creative relationships forged in the 
editing suite. So, it’s no surprise 
that directors often go back to the 
same editor, movie after movie. 
They understand each other, can 
read between the lines, and have 
a wealth of shared experience in 
delivering a unified creative vision. 
But what happens in the new world 
of remote work?

Offline reviews simply don’t offer the 
same experience as being in the edit 
suite together. Successful remote 
review and approval discussions 
require a real-time solution to recreate 
that over-the-shoulder collaborative 

experience from wherever you are. 
As the entire workflow from edit 
sequencing to final reviews by the 
director is critical, we have developed 
to the solutions to facilitate an “in-
suite” editing experience. 

SOHONET HELPS EDITORS WITH 
REMOTE COLLABORATION
Sohonet’s Emmy Award-winning 
review tool, ClearView Flex, lets 
editors perform real-time reviews 
with collaborators and clients 
remotely. They simply click a link to be 
taken to their stream, and can easily 
switch between sharing the output of 
their edit session via SDI, (for frame 
and colour accurate output), and 
sharing their desktop via HDMI.

SHARE SOFTWARE, TIMELINES, 
LIBRARIES AND SOURCES FOR A 
COLLABORATIVE EDITING EXPERIENCE
The Flex range currently supports 
content up to 2K DCI and 1080p 
resolution, with up to 10-bit colour 
depth and 4:4:4 chroma capture for 
broadcast-quality video streaming. 
Editors can share their edit software, 
complete with timeline, bins/media 
libraries and source viewer for a 
collaborative editing experience. 
And because Flex is designed to 
work with ultra-low latency even 
with low bandwidth availability, 
you get rock-solid performance 
and playback and the pace of the 
cut seen by others isn’t lost.

REMOTE EDITING
Save time and preserve creative intent

working tool as an ‘added extra’ 
for its clients. Having ClearView 
Flex ready to go in-house means 
Hireworks can now arm its 
clients with a trusted and secure 
tool to help solve their remote 
collaboration challenges. And by 
coordinating directly with Sohonet’s 
24/7 support team on setup and 
to resolve any issues, Hireworks 
provides a much smoother 
experience for its customers.

REMOTE EDITING IN ACTION
HIREWORKS, one of Europe’s 
leading rental companies, provides 
location postproduction and 
cutting rooms in central London 
to such clients and productions 
as Game of Thrones, Bohemian 
Rhapsody, Fantastic Beasts, and 
Wimbledon tennis. A large part 
of Hireworks’ business is hosting 
the post-production of films and 
TV dramas in its editing suites 
and cutting rooms, but clients are 
increasingly wanting or needing to 
work remotely.

Deploying ClearView Flex enables 
Hireworks to offer the remote-
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MEET THE CLEARVIEW FAMILY
Solving your real-time remote editing challenges

Sohonet’s ClearView range gives 
you the freedom to meet the 
diverse collaboration challenges 
at every stage of your productions. 
Whether you’re making decisions 
where quality is paramount, or 
you need the flexibility to review 
content from any device, anywhere, 
ClearView has you covered.

CLEARVIEW PIVOT:  
MULTI-POINT REAL-TIME  
REMOTE REVIEW
For remote content review sessions 
that just work, choose ClearView 
Pivot. It’s a real-time, high-quality 
remote collaboration tool with added 
flexibility to pivot endpoints at the 
click of a button.

 > 4K HDR with 12-bit colour depth 
and 4:4:4 chroma sampling

 > 5.1 surround sound and  
512kbps bit-rate

 > Real-time streaming with  
ultra-low latency

 > Delivered over the uncontended 
Sohonet Media Network

 > Connect multiple endpoints  
using a simple web interface

CLEARVIEW FLEX:  
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW 
ANYWHERE
For truly flexible remote review, 
ClearView Flex enables real-time 
creative collaboration on editing,  
VFX and content production. Enjoy 
the best quality viewing experience 
from any location, on any device.

 > Stream via any network connection
 > Access on phone, tablet, Mac/PC  
or Apple TV

 > 10-bit colour depth (4:2:2)
 > 5.1 surround sound
 > End-to-end encryption and  
studio-grade security

 > Work quickly and effectively  
with that ‘over-the-shoulder’  
review experience

CLEARVIEW GLOW:
REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW IN HDR  
ClearView Flex has expanded with 
Glow – offering new HDR streaming 
capabilities in real-time with  
ultra-low latency.  

 > Rendering the Rec. 2020 or P3 
colour spaces giving you much 
wider colour gamut to work with

 > HDR/SDR content of up to 2k DCI 
& 1080 resolution 

 > 10-bit 4:2:2/4:4:4 colour capture 
and increased bit rates

 > Multi-device support delivering 
HDR to iPad, iPhone, Apple TV 
(coming soon)

 > Built-in security including 
encrypted video streaming, session 
burn-ins, and secure invite links

TALK TO US ABOUT REAL-TIME 
REMOTE CONTENT COLLABORATION 
AND REVIEW
Sohonet ClearView gives storytellers 
the freedom to connect, collaborate 
and create together, in real time, with 
ultra-low latency. 

Get in touch to request 
your demo and free trial.

https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/&utm_source=web&utm_medium=LP&utm_campaign=clearview21RYV-p1&utm_content=clearview-ebook-VFX&utm_term=image-ad-1
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